November 7, 2014
Monthly Agriculture Market Notes:
The past month was a very diﬃcult one for the program. Corn and soy markets rallied sharply, despite being in the
midst of harves#ng a record crop. With the beneﬁt of hindsight, I can easily point out many warning signs that trouble was brewing around the middle of last month. Some of these “ﬂashing red lights” could have been:
•
•
•
•

A smaller than previously thought soybean carry-in of 92 million bushels
A slowly progressing harvest, due to wet weather, that was not replenishing the already stretched “pipeline”
supplies of soybeans and meal
Specula#ve short posi#ons that had grown huge (and complacent) in the bear market during the summer
months following excellent weather and growing crop produc#on ideas
End-user complacency of remaining “hand-to-mouth” in their origina#on of beans, meal, and/or corn

The list can go on, but I feel the point has been made. Quite frankly, I had become complacent (along with others)
towards an ongoing bear market in grains and oilseeds due to the huge record produc#on levels currently being harvested. I had lost track of the short-term indicators that were ﬂashing these warning signals that a short-term disloca#on of supply and demand was shaping up. The program obviously paid a high price.
Though we must of course be mindful not to repeat these mistakes, we also have to move past them and keep our
focus on the future. Unfortunately, the future is very clouded right now. On one hand we s#ll have the same longterm balance sheet fundamentals that point towards eventual lower prices. On the other hand, the near-term cash
market pull for both corn and soybeans is crea#ng an environment where cash markets are chasing supplies and the
short term indicators such as basis and spreads are providing support to prices.
The chart to the right shows a historical
look at the soybean balance sheet for Q1
of the marke#ng year. The es#mates
shown for this year in yellow are just projec#ons at this point.
Pay a9en#on to the numbers in red at the
bo9om. Note the row for “needed sales.”
This shows you an es#mated of how much
of the new crop is needed to be put into
the pipeline right away to match the current projec#ons for demand for the quarter. Note the row directly under that
showing this year’s needed sales represent
93% of total Q1 demand due to the especially small carry-in. Finally, note that the
“needed sales” represent 33% of en#re

new crop produc#on. We’ve essen#ally asked the farmer to market one-third of his crop immediately. Of course the
residual number is something of a guessing game, but I feel the demand projec#ons here are realis#c. If anything, given the huge export program we are currently facing, I should probably put that residual ﬁgure even higher. Also, keep
in mind that the number for the crush is actually not as large as we were projec#ng earlier in the year. Due to the slow
harvest and logis#cal constraints, the crush projec#on has backed oﬀ considerably. The demand was there for even
more beans, and we just haven’t been able to fully meet that demand.
We can see similar trends in the same analysis on the corn quarterly balance sheet.
The situa#on clearly isn’t quite as #ght as
with the case in soybeans, but we are s#ll
asking the farmer to market one-quarter of
his new crop essen#ally on the spot. Obviously the slow progressing harvest hasn’t
helped with that eﬀort, and the weak basis
in certain loca#ons isn’t helping either. This
is why we con#nue to see basis levels creep
higher even with the rally on the board.
The corn pipeline is not as #ght as soybeans
and the export demand isn’t nearly what
we have in beans, but we are s#ll in a situa#on where we have to get corn to move.
The point here is that while we can look at a
balance sheet and point to an ending stocks ﬁgure or stocks/use ra#o and feel posi#ve that prices should remain in a
bear market, the cash market is s#ll struggling to ﬁnd its foo#ng. This is a type of situa#on where long-term fundamentalists struggle to ﬁnd a “home” in the market. Absent a weather problem, we “know” prices should resume their
trend lower at some point in the future. However, the ongoing cash struggles will keep prices vola#le in the short or
medium term. Timing changes in cash market trends is especially diﬃcult to do.
With all of the above in mind, we will have to take a much more ac#ve approach in our posi#oning in the weeks and
maybe months ahead. I s#ll view the long-term fundamentals as nega#ve. South American weather so far can be described as “adequate”….far from problema#c. Without the development of a weather situa#on in South America, I
look for the lower trends to resume in both corn and soybean prices at some point in the not too distant future. I view
soybeans as having more downside over the long term, but in the short term soybeans will remain the most vola#le.
Balance sheet es#mates are a9ached on the next page for your review.
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